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Unfortunately did not get to use the map this summer, but I know it will be incredibly handy next

year when I attempt the Presidential Traverse.The map size is very good and purely focused on the

Presidential Range. The detail level due to the small size the map covers is excellent.Even better,

the backside of the map is a zoom-in on the northern start of the trails, which seems to be a very

complicated spider-web of criss-crossing paths. This back map will safely get you up to the hut on

the northern end of the range without issue.AMC did it right, I would suggest no other map for this

hike than this. Perfect in pretty much every way.

I'm finally replacing my 1980's era plastic maps and this one is great. It is clear, readable, and has

all the information you need. I like that the Appalachian Trail is a slightly heavier line so you can

follow it. Also, there are detail maps of the Northern Presidentials and Mt. Washington summit that

provide an extra bit of clarity for those areas where many trails come together. Really looking

forward to hiking in New Hampshire again.

Great map. Quality paper to prevent tears and is water resistant. Can't comment on overall

accuracy but it seems very good from my own experiences. I was able to use this to navigate up

Washington in fog and rain in early November. Do yourself a favor and ALWAYS have a map such

as this when hiking in the White Mountains. Use good general hiking practices too such as having

water, a flashlight, etc. This map is 100% worth the money.

We purchased this map prior to hiking Mt. Washington and the surrounding area. This map was not

as detailed as I would have liked it to be. There was actually a map that the local gas station "Irving"

was selling that was less costly and more detailed for hiking.

This is an excellent map that helped a friend and I traverse the northern half of the Presidential

Range last summer over Madison, Adams, Jefferson, Clay, and ending atop Washington. We plan

to head back at least once this summer to take on other hikes in the area.

Great map, made from tyvec it holds up in light rain. But make sure you are getting the right portion I

ment to get the Mt Carter region but that ok I need this anyway. Also I believe the bundle is cheaper.

Was accurate and helpful when hiking the Presidential Range. However, is prior to hurricane



Irene-some trails have been closed since this.

We hiked the presidential traverse from Appalachia to Crawford notch. This map was perfect, very

clear! Only downside is that it does not seem as water/folding resistant as I had hoped for. So just

keep it in a plastic bag.
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